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Bananagrams---anagrams to drive you bananas—consist of rhymed couplets, each one containing a pair of anagrams to be solved. One of the rhyming words will always be an anagram, and the couplet itself will offer clues to help solve the anagram. I am indebted to Rex Gooch for supplying suitable anagrams in his “Dual Perms” article in the August issue. Answers can be found in Answers and Solutions at the end of this issue.

1. In Walt Disney films the mouses all pose
   And on Northern Exposure the xxxxxx xxxxxx.

2. After each graduation (all of them annual).
   The xxxxxx seek work and hope it’s not xxxxxx.

3. Energy, said Dubya, that is our goal.
   The Xxxxxx at Delphi advised him “Xxxxxx.”

4. That country with Alps (no, no, it’s not Greece)
   Has very few xxxxxx. The French call it Xxxxxx.

5. It’s broccoli, said Mom, it’s really incredible.
   The yuks of her kids xxxxxx the thought it was xxxxxx.

6. It’s as wide as outdoors and loaded with drama.
   What could be more Xxxxxxxxx than Xxxxxxxxx?

7. Unless he plays hockey or is really a nice man
   Don’t cometh to the xxxxxx to seeth the xxxxxx.

8. At the back, in the fridge where it’s really so evil
   Lie leftovers in a xxxxxx that may be xxxxxx.

9. He would pass out pardons as Chief of State
   If you xxxxxx for your sins. (Think “Xxxxxx.”)

10. Frazier and Ali fought the “Thrilla”—
    Xxxxxx passions in Xxxxxx.